
Highlights of LumberTrack V10

Epicor LumberTrack is a business management software solution designed for 

lumber and wood products operations that has earned its reputation as an 

industry leader. From the industry’s top producers to small specialty manufacturers, 

value-added remanufacturers, and distributors and buying groups—more wood 

products suppliers rely on LumberTrack than any other software.

Your Business is Built Right In
LumberTrack incorporates decades of industry experience and reflects the 

industry’s best practices with comprehensive functionality in an integrated 

workflow. It allows you to buy, cost, sell and transport your products the ways 

you want to, supporting the traditional nuances as well as evolving standards 

in the wood products industry, better than any other distribution management, 

inventory control or generic ERP product.

“LumberTrack is specific to the wood business—in the flow of business, 

the management of inventory, the nomenclature. The greatest power of 

LumberTrack is that it forces you to do it right, consistently.” 

— Tom Evans, CEO, Coastal Treated Products Company

“LumberTrack was the best fit for us. It addressed a lot of the hardwood issues 

that you can’t find in most packaged software.” 

— Carter Rothrock, President, MacBeath Hardwood.

Experience the V10 Difference
LumberTrack V10 is now easier to use and allows you to tailor it to your specific 

company and user needs.

Personalize the User Experience

Each user can have a Home Page displaying task lists, messages and graphic 

reports of KPIs. These role-based dashboards help each user focus on the most 

critical information and tasks to perform at peak efficiency.
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Role-based dashboards keep 
users focused on critical tasks 
and KPIs. 

Product
Epicor LumberTrack

Benefits
XX Ability to tailor screens, data 

entry, and dashboards for 

each user or role

XX Enhanced data access  

and extension to  

other applications

XXMulti-language support

“�LumberTrack�has�unified�
the way we do things 
across the company. We 
have a lot more control 
between our sales orders 
and shipments.”

 

Mark Bettencourt,  

Finishing Superintendent, Interfor
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With LumberTrack V10 FlexGrid user interface technology, 

LumberTrack screens can be uniquely configured to meet the 

specific needs of each person and job function to help your 

users be more efficient and accurate.

“A lot of users customize their screens and have multiple 

settings based on transaction type or location, and they get a lot 

of benefit from that.” 

— Dani Lewis, Controller, Vaagen Bros. Lumber

Customize the Information

LumberTrack V10 also offers user-defined fields that allow you 

to easily extend LumberTrack to fit your specific business needs. 

Further, data is more readily accessible so that you can extend 

your system functionality to other parts of the business.

“We are excited about the added flexibility in LumberTrack 

V10. It allows us to capture and display additional information 

important to us. We can name a field, define its type, and 

instantly begin using it system-wide.” 

— Melody Martz, Sales Analyst, Idaho Forest Group 

Localize the Screens

LumberTrack V10 is architected to support multiple languages, 

including languages that require double-byte character sets, so 

that users in your plants and sales offices around the world can 

use LumberTrack in their native language.

Optimization, Visibility and Flexibility
LumberTrack V10 helps you collect the right data and provide 

timely accurate information to those who need it—when they 

need it. Its Business Intelligence tools—a suite of data query and 

analysis tools, reporting and dashboard creation tools—gives you 

access to the insights and opportunities locked within your data. 

There’s no limit to the possibilities.

“We use technology and business process innovation to 

enhance customer and supply chain partnerships, and Epicor 

LumberTrack is the foundation of our entire technology 

platform. It enables people to get the information they need to 

make decisions. We now operate twice the business on half  

the inventory.” 

— Matt Yaun, Chief Administrative Officer, Cox Industries Inc.

Multilingual capabilities, 
personalized screen 
layouts, user-defined 
fields and user-specific 
dashboards are key to 
improving productivity 
and inspiring employees.


